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Abstract. This paper describes the seasonal characteristics of the Mediterranean Sea
general circulation as simulated by a primitive equation general circulation model. The
forcing is composed of climatological monthly mean atmospheric parameters, which are
used to compute the heat and momentum budgets at the air-sea interface of the model.
This allows heat fluxes to be determined by a realistic air-sea
interaction physics. The
10
•0

Straitof Gibraltaris open,andthemodelresolution
is X x • in thehorizontal
and19

levels in the vertical. The results show the large seasonalcycle of the circulation and
its transient characteristics. The heat budget at the surface is characterized by lateral
boundary intensificationsoccurring in downwelling and upwelling areas of the basin.
The general circulation is composedof subbasingyres, and cyclonic motion dominates
the northern and anticyclonic motion the southernpart of the basin. The Atlantic
stream which enters from Gibraltar and assumesthe form of different boundary current
subsystemsis a coherent structure at the surface. At depth it appears as current
segmentsand jets around a vigorous gyre system. The seasonalvariability is
manifestednot only by a changein amplitude and location of the gyres but also by the
appearance of seasonally recurrent gyres in different parts of the basin. Distinct
westward propagation of these gyres occurs, together with amplitude changes. For the
first time a Mersa-Matruh Gyre is successfully simulated due to the introduction of our
heat fluxes at the air-sea interface. The seasonal thermocline is formed each summer,
and a deep winter mixed layer is produced in the region of Levantine intermediate
water formation. Deep water renewal does not occur, probably due to the
climatological forcing used.

1.

Introduction
The newest

discoveries

in the circulation

in the Mediter-

ranean Sea are the subbasin gyres, the intense mesoscale
variability, the strong seasonal signal in the circulation, and
the winter convection processesproducing deep and intermediate waters in the basin. Progress in this area has come
both from new observationalprogramsand modeling efforts.
The observational picture of the western basin general
circulation is reviewed by Millot [1991] and its eastern
counterpart by the Physical Oceanography of the Eastern
Mediterranean (POEM) Group [1992]. The results of the
regional numerical models of Heburn [1987], MalanotteRizzoli and Bergamasco [1989, 1991], and Beckers [1991]
showed some agreement between the model simulations and
the known features of the basin general circulation. The
studies on the seasonal cycle for the entire basin were
initiated by Stanev et al. [1989], and further progress was
made by Pinardi and Navarra [1993] after increasing the

to be composed of four major structures, schematically
represented in Figure 1. The first major structure is the
surface Atlantic stream system, composed initially of the
inflowing Atlantic water jet, entering from the Strait of
Gibraltar. After the Alboran Sea this jet becomes the Algerian current, which departs from the North African coast,
forming a smooth and large-scale anticyclonic meander in
the center of the southern Algerian-Provencal basin. After
crossing the Strait of Sicily, the Atlantic stream system
occupies the southern part of the Ionian basin and is•called
the Ionian-Atlantic stream, following Robinson et al. [1991].
The Ionian stream becomes the mid-Mediterranean jet,
which

intensifies

between

the Rhodes

and Mersa-Matruh

Gyres. The second major structure consistsof the Lyon and
Rhodes Gyres, which are the northern basin cyclonic gyres
in which deep and intermediate waters form. The third major
structure consists of the other cyclonic gyres of the basin,
such as the Tyrrhenian Gyre, the western Ionian cyclonic
gyre, and the cyclone southwest of Crete. Finally, the fourth
horizontal and vertical resolution of the models.
The basin scale steady state surface circulation emerging major structure consists of the southern Mediterranean
from these observational and modeling studiescan be shown anticyclonic gyres such as the Alboran Gyre, the MersaMatruh Gyre, the Shikmona Gyre, and the northern Medi1permanently
at Department
of Meteorology
andGeophysics, terranean (north of--•37øN) anticyclones like the Pelops
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Gyre. Even more schematically, the basin circulation could
2permanently
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l'Energia,e be characterized by cyclonic gyres in the northern regions
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while anticyclonic gyres dominate the southern part of the
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basin. In our definition the northern regions consist of the
northern Algerian-Provencal basin and the Tyrrhenian and
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Schematic of surface circulation features in the Mediterranean basin.

cyclonic and anticyclonic gyres seem to be persistent
throughoutthe water column, even though they are surface
intensified.Other featuresreversedirectionwith depth, as is
the case of the Atlantic stream at the Sicily Strait, which at
---200-300 m flows westward, carrying eastern Mediterranean (EM) waters into the western Mediterranean (WM)
basin. Because of data scarcity the seasonalvariability of
this current system has not been fully explored. The only
work that tried to assessthe seasonalvariability from the
observationalevidence is offered by Tzipermannand Malanotte-Rizzoli [1991] (hereinafter referred to as TMR). They
find that the seasonalsignalis confinedto the surface(0-300
m) and that it is stronger in the eastern than western
Mediterranean. In this paper we try to define the characteristics of the seasonal cycle using model simulations and to
compare the results to TMR. An equivalent attempt was

the climatological depth of the LIW core is 300 m in the EM
and 400-500

m in the WM.

In the present paper we study the seasonalvariability of
the Mediterranean basin circulation as simulated by a general circulation model (GCM) driven by climatological forcings. The GCM used is the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics
Laboratory modular ocean model (GFDL-MOM)
[Pacanowski et al., 1990], implemented in the Mediterranean
area with a sophisticatedparameterizationof the heat budget
at the surface. The heat and wind fluxes are interactively
calculatedby the model, which receives as input the "raw"
atmospheric fields, such as the National Meteorological
Center (NMC) analyses at 1000 hPa. This is one of the

noveltiesof this modelapplication:We developed"realis-

tic" air-sea physics for a climatological integration of the
model. We will see in section 3.4 that this implies a climatic
made by Zavatarelli and Mellor [1995] but with a different drift of the model, and we will discusssomeof the problems.
model and forcing.
The main focus of this study is the investigation of the
Part of the seasonalvariability of the basin is represented ocean response to a monthly varying climatological forcing,
by the water formation processesoccurring in the basin. called a "perpetual year" forcing. Even though this forcing
This is a midlatitudebasinwhere deep watersform like they is unrealistic because of the large synoptic and interannual
do in the polar regions of the world ocean, presumably variability of the atmospheric parameters in the Mediterra-

driving the basin circulationin a very importantway. The
deep waters of the WM are formed in the Lyon Gyre [Madec
et al., 1991], while for the EM the source is probably
localized entirely in the southern Adriatic region [Roether
and Schlitzer, 1991]. The deep water formation processes
are associatedwith winter shelf and open ocean convection
chimneys [Jones and Marshall, 1993], which produce the
pool of deep waters in the two basins. The main thermocline

nean area, we think that this could define the fundamental
characteristics

of the seasonal circulation

of the basin. The

model has been integratedfor a long time (about 70 years) to
obtain the "typical" seasonalcirculation of the basin. The
analysisof the model simulationswill concentrate upon the
water transformation processes occurring in different regions of the basin and the changes in the barotropic and
baroclinic structureof the subbasingyres due to the seasonal
water massesof the Mediterranean, located at ---300-500 m, componentsof the Mediterranean forcing parameters. Comare composed of salty waters called Levantine intermediate parison with TMR observational results will be discussed
waters (LIW), formed during winter in the Levantine basin. throughout the paper.
The region of major productionof thesewaters is probably
In section 2 we describe the model design and the atmothe Rhodes Gyre, and the process seems to be associated spheric forcing parameterizations. In section 3 the barotrowith nonpenetrativeconvectionin the mixed layer [Ozsoyet pic and baroclinic components of the seasonal cycle are
al., 1991; Lascaratos et al., 1993]. Miller [1983] shows that discussed,together with the sensitivity experiments to dif-
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Figure 2. (a) Model geometry and levels. The isolinesindicate model levels. (b) Schematic of model level
positions and thicknesses.

ferent atmosphericforcingparameterizations.
The last section provides the conclusions.

OS
Ot

02S

+•(S)=-KhV4S
+Kv0-•7+as(X,
y,z)(S-S*)
(5)

2.
2.1.

Model Design
p = p(T, S, p)

Model Equations

The model geometry and topography for the choice of
vertical and horizontal grid spacing of the model are shown
in Figure 2a. The model levels are shown in Figure 2b. The
1o

1o

horizontal
resolution
is• x • inlatitude
andlongitude.
West
of the Gibraltar Strait there is a box of about 3ø x 3ø degrees
inside the North Atlantic which will be used to impose the
inflow of Atlantic waters into the Mediterranean; this will be
discussed

in section

2.3.

This choice of model geometry allows us to define the
Alboran, Provencal-Algerian, and Tyrrhenian basins (see
Figure 2a) in the western Mediterranean and the Ionian and
Levantine

basins in the eastern Mediterranean.

The Adriatic

basin is cut in the middle since its very shallow northern area
would not be adequately resolved by the model. Several
islands have been lumped together in the Aegean Sea because of the horizontal

resolution.

The straits of Kithira

and

Kassos-Karpathos on the western and eastern part of Crete
have been enlarged, the island of Rhodes has been connected to the mainland, and the islands of Kassos and
Karpathos have been submerged.
The model equations, written in spherical coordinates (A,
½, and z), are
OUh
Ot

q-•(Uh)

mn
a

U(/•X Uh)q-f x Uh = ---

1

Po

Vp

(6)

where u = (u, v, w) is the velocity vector and uh its

horizontalcomponent,
f = 2•osin(½)•, • is theunitvectorin
the z direction, n = sin (½), m = sec (½), p and p are the
pressure and density, T and S are the temperature and
salinity fields, respectively, and the advection operator
is defined

as

•(tx) = {sec(½)a-•[(utx)^
+ (vtx/sec
(½))½]
+ (wtx)z}.
(7)

Here a is the radius of Earth and the subscripts indicate
partial differentiation. The time step used is 3600 s for the
tracer and momentum equations. The coefficients of turbu-

lentdiffusion
areAh -- 8 X 10•8 cm4/s,Kh = 2.4 x 10•9
cm4/s,A• = 1.5•cm2/sandK• = 1 cm2/s.Thesevalues
were chosen after some sensitivity studies were performed.
It turned out that for the cases of Laplacian mixing with

Ah = 4 x 106 cm2/sandK h = 1.2 x 107 cm2/sandour
biharmonic mixing coefficients (see also Cox [1985]), the
volume mean kinetic energy reaches almost the same values
after the periodic solution is obtained. The coefficient of
vertical diffusion was chosen small enough so as not to
create unrealistically strong mixing in the deep layers but
high enough to allow for downward penetration of heat
during the seasonalcycle. In our experiments we varied K•

in the rangefrom0.1 to 1 cm2 s-1, andwe chosethe latter

-- AhV4Uh
+A

OT
Ot

02Uh

(l)

v OZ2

Pz = -P#

(2)

3•(1) =0

(3)

02T

+ •(r) = -KhV4T+ Kv •OZ2 + a T(X' y, z)(r- r*)
(4)

because it allowed a reasonable steepness in the seasonal
thermocline

at the surface.

Equation (6) is the Unesco equation of state for sea water.
Convection is introduced into the model using the procedure
proposed by Bryan [1969]. In case of static instability the
temperature and salinity of the unstable column are locally
homogenized until neutral stratification is reached.
The a terms in (4) and (5) are the Newtonian restoring
terms which are different from zero only in selected regions
of the model. In particular, at the first model level (5 m)
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levels
depth(m)

objectiveanalysismethod [Roussenovand Brasseur, 1991].
On the basisof this monthly data set, the 5-m salinity field S*
is computedin the model at every time step using linear
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(8)

p oCvKvTz= Q

(9)

KvSz = 0

(10)

w-0

where 'r is the wind stressand Q is the net surfaceheat flux.
The form of Q and 'r will be discussedin detail in section2.2.
At the bottom z = -H(A, •p) the vertical velocity is
imposed

w = -uh' VH

moxdepth,5000m

Figure 2.

(continued)

The Heat and Momentum Budget at the Surface

The energy budget at the sea surface was implemented
following closely the formulation of Rosati and Miyakoda
[ 1988]with the clear sky assumption.The net heat flux at the
ocean surface Q was written as

Q = Qs - Q,

0.2 d-1,
aT--O ,

and for all the other levels and only between 9.5øW < A <
6.5øW (the Atlantic box)

(13)

The initial boundary value problem of (1)-(6) is solved
startingfrom the annualmeanLevitus [ 1982] T and S fields
and zero initial velocity fields.
2.2.

2750

(12)

where the surface z = H(A, tp) is the bathymetry and

Kv(Tz, Sz) = 0.

5O0

(11)

(14)

whereQs is the downwardflux of solarradiationand Q, is
the net upwardflux of radiationemittedby the sea surface
via radiative and evaporative-conductiveprocesses.
The downward flux can be expressed as

Qs = QT(1 - 0.62C + 0.0019/3)(1 - a)

(15)

aT'- a S= 0.2 d-1

where C is the fractional cloud cover which in the present

In the region of the Atlantic box and below the surface,the
reference temperatureand salinity fields T* and S* are the

studyis chosento be zero;/•(•p, d) is the solarnoonaltitude
in degreeswhich is a function of the Julian day d and the
latitude •p; and a is the sea surfacealbedo chosento be
constantand equal to 0.3. The total radiation reachingthe

annual mean Levitus [1982] climatologies.

The specificationof salt fluxes at the sea surface is surface under clear skies
generallyrelatedto the problemof prescribingprecipitationevaporation(P-E) values. The lack of data for precipitation QT= Joa-2 cos(•)DF(r
p, A)['rsec(z)
q-(1 - A,)]/2 (16)
in open seaareasmakesalmostimpossiblethe evaluationof
the real sea surface water fluxes, or in particular their dependson the atmosphericattenuationand scattering,
seasonalvariations. We solvedthis problem by imposingthe controlledby the transmissioncoefficientr = 0.7, the zenith
salinitystructureat the first modellevel, as indicatedby (5). angle •, the water vapor and ozone absorptionA, = 0.09,
The S* at this level was obtained from an objective analysis

thesolarconstant
J0 - 1.35 x 103j m-2 s-1 andthe

of National OceanographicData Center (NODC, Washing- fractionof daylightDe. The net upwardflux of energyfrom
ton, D.C.) climatological casts for the Mediterranean area the surfaceis composedof the net flux of longwaveradiation
(kindly made availableto us by S. Levitus). A monthly mean lost by the sea surfaceQB and sensibleH a and latent LE a
field was then obtained using the same procedureof Levitus heat fluxes
[1982], but with finer horizontal grid spacing and some
(17)
Q, = QB + H a + LE a
differencesin the specificationof the first guessfield in the
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whereL is the latentheatof vaporization
(2.501x 106J the NMC wind stressesare more zonal than HR and generkg-1). We usedthefollowingbulkparameterization
formu- ally weaker during winter. This is probably due to the short
las:

Q• = ecrTs4[0
39- 0 05re1/2(ra)
] q-4eo'Ts3(Ts
- Ta)
ß

ß

sat

(18)

Ha = PaCpChlWl(rs-ra)

(19)

E a -- PaCelWl[esat(Ts)
- resat(Ta)](O.622/Pa
) (20)
where Ts and T a are the sea surface temperature and the
atmospheric temperature at 1000 hPa, respectively, e is the
emissivity of the sea (e = 0.97), •r is the Stefan-Boltzmann

constant,r is the relative humidity, e sat(r) is the polynomial
approximation of the saturation water pressure, as given by
Lowe [1977], p is the density of the air, pa is the surfaceair

length of the time series used to compute the climatological
forcing parameters (only 9 years) as compared to HR.
Heburn [1994] discusses at length the differences between
HR and European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) data averaged over an analogous period of
time (1981-1989). He finds that interannual variability is so
large that the average of the wind stress over this period of
time gives a different magnitude of 'r but the patterns
generally agree. The NMC data also show a very large
interannual variability, as shown by S. Castellari et al. (A
heat budget study for the Mediterranean Sea, submitted to
Oceanologica Acta, 1995; hereinafter referred to as Castellari et al., submitted manuscript, 1995).
In Figure 3b we show the wind stress cud for the stresses

of Figure3a. The summer-to-winter
changesare noticeable

pressure
(1013hPa),IWlis thesurface
windsamplitude,
Cp over large portions of the basin, such as the Algerianis the specific
heatcapacity(1.005x 103J kg-1 K-i), and Provencal and the Ionian areas. During the winter and
C h and C e are the turbulent exchangecoefficients(1.1 x

103).
The momentum flux is given by the wind stress components

OaCoIWl(Wx,
Wy)

(21)

autumn seasons the wind stress curl shows a zero crossing
line along the central latitude of the two basins, dividing the
negative southern from the positive northern wind stresscurl
areas of the Mediterranean basin. This is due to the zonality
and jetlike structure of the wind stress during winter and
autumn, which produces a dipolar structure in the wind
stress curl across the north-south

extension

of the basin.

whereWx, Wy are the windcomponents.
The polynomial Taking a Sverdrup balance for the barotropic part of the flow
approximation, given by Hellerman and Rosenstein [1983],
is used to calculate the drag coefficientCo as a function of
the wind speed W and (T a - Ts). Both momentum and heat
fluxes are calculated interactively: the model calendar is set
to correspond to the real time of the atmospheric data set;
the atmosphericdata are interpolated at every time step; and
the model

time

is used to calculate

the solar radiation

at

every grid point.

The value of Q s is averagedover a day for eachgrid point
and is kept constant each day, and the value of Ts in all
parameterization expressions for the wind stress and heat
flux is set to be equal to the current model sea surface
temperature.

The required atmospheric quantities to calculate (15)-(21)
are the wind field W, the atmospheric temperature T a, and
the relative humidity r. They were derived from the 12-hour
NMC 1000-hPa operational analysesfor the period January
1980 through December 1988. From this data set we calculated a climatology or perpetual year of atmosphericparameters by computing the monthly average of the time series.
In Figure 3a we show the wind stress calculated by the
model, imposing the average W and T a and using the
parameterizations written in (21). We recognize the Mistral
area in the northwestern

Mediterranean

basin and a zonal

stress over the whole eastern basin during winter. The
spring-to-summer conditions are characterized by the wellknown change in wind stress direction in the eastern Mediterranean area, giving rise to a northwesterly stressover the
Aegean and Levantine basin (Etesian winds). Overall, this
climatological wind stresspattern is similar to the traditional
climatological wind stress of Hellerman and Rosenstein
[1983] (hereinafter referred to as HR), but with significant
differences, especially in the magnitude of the wind stress.
The amplitude of the Mistral is greatly reduced with respect
to HR [see Pinardi and Navarra,

1993], but the summer

Etesian wind stressesare larger in amplitude. Furthermore,

field, we expect the northern areas to be forced with cyclonic
vorticity while the south is driven with anticyclonic vorticity. In the WM the seasonalchangesconsistof a weakening
of the amplitude of the wind stress curl over large areas of
the basin

with

a weak

summer

reversal

in the

northern

Provencal-Algerian basin. In the EM the seasonal changes
are very large over the Ionian basin, where the wind stress
curl changesfrom a dipolar structure during November and
February to a negative wind stresscurl over the whole basin
in August. The northern Levantine basin is instead forced all
year long with a cyclonic vorticity input. The southern
Levantine wind stress curl is quite variable but generally
consistentwith a negative (anticyclonic) vorticity input. The
dipolar structure of the wind stresscurl is a common feature
of the basin winds, as can be seen from the previous work of
Heburn [1987] and Pinardi and Navarra [1993]. The major
differences in curl between Figure 3b and HR [see Pinardi
and Navarra, 1993] are in the southern part of the basin,
where small-scale

structures

are evident

in HR and not in

NMC. Furthermore, the double-center structure of HR in
the Mistral area is weaker, if not absent, in NMC and much
more seasonal.

In Figure 3c we show the climatological Q computed by
the model. The winter

and autumn heat loss almost balances

the net heat gain during spring and summer. If we compute
a basin (east of Gibraltar) and yearlong average of Q, we

obtain -0.4 W/m2, which balancesthe positivenet heat
transport at Gibraltar. This heat transport is clearly underestimated at Gibraltar since it should be close to 7 W/m 2.
This is probably due to the model's systematic warming of
the thermocline waters, which reduces the temperature
contrast at Gibraltar and thus the net heat transport. The
striking feature of the pattern of Q in Figure 3c is its
boundary structure during all the seasons, except perhaps
winter. The summer local maxima along the eastern coast-
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(a)Windstresses.
Theunitsaredynespersquarecentimeter,
andmaximum

values
are0.9dyn/cm
2 during
winter.(b)Vertical
component
of thewindstress
curlin unitsof 10-9
dyn/cm
3. (c) TotalheatfluxQ at themodelsurface
in wattspersquaremeter.

lines of the basin (easternTyrrhenian, Adriatic, and Aegean
Seas) and south of Sicily are due to intense upwelling
processesoccurringthere. The summerminima along the
Algerian coastsand the southeasternMediterraneancoastlines could be due to downwelling motion generally occurring there. It is interestingto note that a local maximumof

heat gain, which shouldcorrespondto upwellingareas, is
evident along the western part of the Gulf of Syrte, the
Tunisian coast, which is a known area of regionalupwelling.

The downwellingand upwelling motion along the different
parts of the coastlinesis inferred by inspectingthe upper
water column horizontal velocity divergence (not shown
here) and assumingconservationof mass. During winter

thesedownwellingareascorrespondto maximumvaluesof
heat loss.The southernpart of the basinis an importantheat
releaseregionduringwinter as well, as someof the eastern
sidesof the basin correspondto heat gain regionsduring
summer.This boundary-intensified
responseto atmospheric
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(continued)

heat forcing seemsto be consistentwith the observations Strait in order to fit two u, v grid points and be able to
(Castellariet al., submittedmanuscript,1995),at leastduring computethe balancesin the Strait.
winter and in the summer upwelling regions.
2.3.

The Strait

of Gibraltar

Another model developmentis concernedwith the addi-

West of the Strait of Gibraltar

the model area was ex-

tended up to 9.5øW. In this relatively small area the a
restoringtermsof (4) and (5) are differentfrom zero at all the
levels. This maintains the baroclinic flow field near the

climatologicalmean in the area of the Atlantic west of
problem is that the resolutionin the Straits should be Gibraltar, thus forcingthe inflow of Atlantic waters into the
substantiallyincreasedcomparedto the openoceanregions Mediterranean. This method has been widely used in other
tion of the Strait of Gibraltar inflow-outflow system. A

in order to resolve the specific dynamics of the area. model simulations of the Pacific [Philander et al., 1987] and
However, our model resolution is clearly too coarse to the North Atlantic [Bryan and Holland, 1989] to control
effectively resolve Gibraltar (-20 km at the narrowest areas of the model which are not well resolved. This is the
point), so we had to increasethe actual extensionof the first time that this procedurewas applied near a strait in a
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large-scale model to try to fix the inflow conditions. On the
outflow

the constraint

of the relaxation

eliminates

the need

for strong damping of the variability emerging from the
model predictions.

3.

Simulation Experiments

In this section we present the analysis of the simulation
experiments shown in Table 1. The central simulation is
represented by experiment PY2 where all the forcings are
considered together and the integration period was 67 years
long. We will start by describing PY2 characteristics and
comparing them with TMR observational evidence. In the
last subsectionwe will compare PY2 with different forcing

(continued)

experiments to show the robustness and sensitivity of the
results to the model design.
In Figure 4 we show the volume-averaged kinetic energy
for PY2. The model has reached a stable fully repeating
cycle after about 50 years of integration. After a steep
adjustment in the first 4-5 years of integration (not shown),
a gradual change in the kinetic energy of the basin occurred,
which took almost 50 years to stabilize. This is due to the
adjustment of the model initial condition to the imposed
atmosphericforcing and to the slow vertical diffusive adjustment of the first --•600m of the water column. In Figure 4 the
seasonalcycle is shown by two peaks: The largest is during
the winter (March), and a smaller one is present for the
summer (August). Superimposed on this seasonal cycle is a
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Simulation Experiments
Duration

Experiment

Heat and Salt Flux

HR

Gibraltar
Strait

Wind Stress

relaxation to annual

of

Experiment,
years

monthly mean HR

open

7

monthly mean NMC

open

7

monthly mean NMC

closed

13

monthly mean NMC

open

13

monthly mean NMC

open

67

mean temperature

and salinity
relaxation to annual

NMC

mean temperature

and salinity
interactive heat flux and
relaxation to monthly
salinity
interactive heat flux and
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HR, Hellerman and Rosenstein [1983] winds; NMC, National Meteorological Center winds' GC,
Gibraltar Strait closed' and PY, perpetual year experiments.

3-year-period interannual fluctuation. Later results, done
with larger Atlantic boxes, have shown that the 3-year
oscillation disappears, while the large seasonal cycle remains unaltered.

The absolute value of the mass transport at the Strait of
Gibraltar is shown in Figure 5. The positive sign standsfor
inflow conditions at the Strait. The outflow is equal in
amplitude but opposite in sign to the inflow because of the
rigid lid assumption and the imposition of ½ = 0 along the
continental

coastlines.

The seasonal variations

of the mass

transport of Figure 5 are weak, and they show a late winter
and late summer peak, with an absolute minimum in January. This behavior is in very good agreement with the
transport measurementsof Ovchinnikov [1974]. The average
value

of 0.66

Sv is close to the measurement

of 0.76

Sv

reported recently by Bryden et al. [1988]. We believe our

1.8

results underestimate the measured transport but are not
outside the possible values. The seasonal variations in
transport are small (+_0.03 Sv). In the following section we
will describe the barotropic and baroclinic components of
the general circulation resulting from the PY2 experiment.
3.1.

The model solves the equations of motion by separating
vertically integrated and baroclinic velocity components
[Bryan, 1969]. The vertically integrated or barotropic velocity components (/7, •7) are horizontally divergenceless; for
example, a horizontal mass transport stream function ½ can

be defined,andthena = • x VC,where• is theunitvector
in the vertical
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Figure 4. Volume integrated kinetic energy versustime for
the last 10 years of experiment PY2.

direction.

In Figure 6 we show the transport stream function fields
for one of the repeating cycles of Figure 4. The flow field
variability is different in the western and eastern basins since
the response is composed by subbasin scale gyres. In the
following we will describe the two regions separately.
1.

1.7

Barotropic Transport Components

The

western

Mediterranean

basin

shows

the

well-

known cyclonic Lyon Gyre in the northern ProvencalAlgerian basin. The seasonal variability of this gyre is
representedby its weakening during summer, reaching minimum amplitude in September. The region south of the
Atlantic stream is composed of small-scale gyres of anticyclonic nature. One of them is very intense and reaches
maximum strength in late summer. The Tyrrhenian basin is
composed of a large-scale cyclonic gyre during the winter,
which is reduced in size and shifted westward during summer due to the westward propagation and strengtheningof
an anticyclonic gyre from the eastern side of the basin. This
is the first example of a seasonally "recurrent gyre" for the
Mediterranean basin, a feature which we think is very
peculiar and fundamental to the basin barotropic general
circulation. The results for the WM are in very good qualitative agreement with Zavatarelli and Mellor [1995], in both
size and number of gyres found. These results are also
similar to those of Pinardi and Navarra [1993] (hereinafter
referred to as PN), except for the Algerian basin gyres. PN
showed that during the summer an Algerian basin anticyclone was excited, while here the flow field shows only a
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Figure 5.

Absolute value of mass transport at the central longitude of the Strait of Gibraltar (--•6øW)as

a functionof timefor oneof the seasonally
repeating
Cycles
in Figure4. Unitsare sverdrups
(1 Sv = 106
m3/s).

very weak flow pattern during July-September. The disappearance of the large-scale anticyclone can be attributed to
the Strait

of Gibraltar

control

and to the different

wind

component of the Mersa-Matruh Gyre. To our knowledge it
is the first time that this gyre is simulatedsuccessfully,even
thoughwe are looking only at the barotropic response.It is

forcingusedin thisstudywith respectto PN. However,it is

interesting
to observe
thetemporal
behavior
ofthegyre:It is

clear that the southern Provencal-Algerian basin is a region
of anticyclonic motion for the barotropic componentsof the
general circulation.
2. The eastern Mediterranean shows an overall cyclonic
circulation in the basin connectingthe Ionian and Levantine
basins during winter, while during summer the circulation is
composed of disconnected gyres of different sign. A major
jetlike current, the barotropic component of the AtlanticIonian stream, is present from January until July, and its
Levantine basin expressionvia the mid-Mediterranean jet is
always recognizable. The northeastern Ionian basin reverses
its circulation seasonally, giving rise to a recurrent anticyclonic gyre in the northern part of the Ionian. This definition
of recurrent gyre is strictly seasonal, but we think that it

weak during the January-May period, and it reaches maximum strengthin November (or the end of summer), splitting
into two centers, one of them decaying in amplitude. The
other novel and interesting result is the formation of an
anticyclonic gyre under CyprUs, which clearly propagates
westward and decays at the end of the summer. This is
another example of a seasonallyrecurrent gyre. The Rhodes
Gyre is another important feature of the basin circulation,

could

be related

to the

"interannual"

recurrence

that is

described by Robinson et al. [1991]. In the central western
part of the Ionian a cyclonic circulation persiststhroughout
the year. PN showed a much more dramatic reversal of the
Ionian circulation. Because of the westward propagating
characteristics of the gyres, we think that the basic mechanism of Rossby mode propagation excited by wind stress
changes is present also here. However, the response is
different in shape and period, probably modified by the
different representation of the wind stress curl and the
bottom

relief

in this model.

South

of the Ionian-Atlantic

stream the circulation is composedof different anticyclonic
gyres, one of them clearly connected to the barotropic

whichis positionedduringJanuary-Marchbelow the eastern
corner of Crete. The barotropic expressionof the Asia Minor
current going around CyprUs and forming the northern
border of the RhodesGyre is strongin the winter and spring
seasons but weak

3.2.

in the others.

Baroclinic Flow Components

We describenow the baroclinic componentsof the general
circulation from PY2. In Figure 7 we present the sea surface
temperature (SST) predicted from the model. It is interesting
to note the boundary-intensifiedsignalof the SST, which in
turn determinesthe boundary-intensifiedheat exchangewith
the atmosphere discussedbefore. The temperature range is
from 15øCduring winter and along the northern Mediterranean borders to 32øC in summer and along the southern
Ionian basin. During winter (FebrUary) the most noticeable
feature is the frontal structurein the EM, precisely alongthe
Atlantic-Ionian stream path, which separates the warm
waters of the African

borders from the interior

and northern
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Figure 7. Sea surfacetemperature fields for one of the repeatingcycles of Figure 4 (experiment PY2).
Units are degrees Celsius and the month is written in the left margin of each profile.

cooler waters. The striking feature is the uniformity of the
SST in the interior parts of the basin. The springand summer
months show the appearance of upwelling areas on the
southern borders of the islands (Sicily and Crete) and along
the eastern sides of the Adriatic and the Aegean.
In Figure 8 we show the temperature at different subsur-

by a southwestto northeastfrontal structure in the middle of
the Provencal-Algerian basin and by a meridional gradient at
the southern border of the Tyrrhenian basin. The seasonal
variability of the temperature fronts is clear in the Lyon
Gyre area and in the Tyrrhenian basin.

face levels

(1) the strong frontal structure south of the Otranto Strait,
which separatesthe Adriatic Sea cold waters from the Ionian
basin; (2) the Rhodes Gyre which shows seasonal fluctuations in shapeand amplitude; and (3) the tonguelike structure
emanatingfrom the northeastern Ionian basin and changing
the strength of the zonal temperature gradient in the Ionian
between February and August. The southern Ionian basin

for the winter

and summer

months.

The 50-m

level was chosen because it marks the middle of the Atlantic

water layer, and the 340-m level is well inside the LIW core
for the EM. The structure at 50 m is practically identical to
the SST of Figure 7, but at 340 m we start to see that the
signatureof the gyres and fronts differs from the sea surface
temperature structures. In February the WM is dominated

In the EM and at 340 m there are three relevant

structures:
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Figure8. Snapshots
oftemperature
indegrees
Celsius
forFebruary
andAugust
at50and340mforone
of the repeatingcycles of Figure 4.

shows the shift of the 17.5øCisotherm a few degreesnorthward betweenFebruary and August,decreasingthe temper-

be strongerduring August, where a tonguelikestructure
formsalongthe easternborderof the Tyrrhenian.

Finally,we havecalculated
theanomalydynamicheightat
100,400,and700m, referredto as a 1700-mreferencelevel
withrespectto a time
The salinity structureat the same depthsis shownin (Figure10).The anomalyis calculated
and
space
average
value
of
the
dynamic
heightin the WM
Figure 9. The structuresare similar to the temperature
Theseprofilescanbe directlycompared
gradients
described
for Figure8. At 50 m andin theEM it is andEM separately.
interesting
to notethe signature
of a salinityfrontunderthe with the classicalinformationon the general circulation of
surfacepositionof the mid-Mediterranean
jet which sepa- the basin as calculatedfrom hydrographicdata (see, for
Robinsonet al. [1991]).We will nowdescribethe
rates the saltier northern Levantine waters from the south. example,

ature frontal structure associated with the Ionian-Atlantic
stream.

In the WM the LIW intrusion into the Tyrrhenian seems to

variability at the different levels.
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Figure9, Snapshots
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Variability at 100 m. The winter (March) dynamicheight
showsat this level a well-definedAtlantic stream system
which winds along the southern part of the basin. The
Algerian current is presentin the jets aroundanticyclonic
features on the right of the eastwardflowing current. The
Algerian current deviatesfrom the coastsduringthe summer, and small anticyclonicgyres developat the entranceof
the current in the Algerian basin. The surfaceLyon and
Tyrrhenian cyclonic gyres are well positionedand reproducedby the model. The Ionian basinis dividedlongitudinally into two parts: The westernpart showsa persistent

cyclonicgyre and the easternan anticyclonicarea, near the
Pelops Gyre of Figure 1. The Rhodes Gyre is strong,
together with a clear signal of an Asia Minor current which
hugsthe Turkish coastline.The seasonalvariability at this
level is shownby a weakeningof all the basincyclonicgyres
and the strengtheningof the Mersa-Matruh Gyre during
summer.

Variability at 400 m.

It is at this level that maximum

seasonalvariability is achieved. The Algerian current is
flowingwestward,belowthe surfaceeastwardflow, making
a large anticyclonicmeanderin the Algerian basin. It seems
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that this current, bringing LIW from the eastern basin, Asia Minor current throughoutthe water column. The Lebranchessouth of Sardinia,and part of it goes directly vantinebasinshowsa large-scaleRhodesGyre at the surface
towardthe AlboranSeawhilethe restjoinsthe Lyon Gyreto and a rather well-developedMersa-MatruhGyre at 300 m.
the north. The Lyon Gyre is a well-defined feature at this The deeperflow field is at a smaller scale, and it reversesin
depth throughoutthe year. The TyrrhenianGyre showsa several subregionswith respect to the 300-m level.
partialreversalduringsummer.The easternpart of the basin
If we comparethe 30-m and 700-m velocity fields with
is flowing anticyclonicallyduring the summer,and a small TMR winter analysis,we seethat agreementin WM is very
but intense cyclonic gyre is left at the western side of the good,exceptperhapsin the Tyrrhenian,where, in our case,
basin. In the EM the Ionian-Atlanticstreamis presentin the western Tyrrhenian jet is closer to the coasts. In EM and
segments
aroundthe intensesubsurface
gyresystem.During in the Ionian, the general direction of currents is the same
summer the eastern Ionian area develops a well-defined but the Ionian western gyre is smaller than TMR. The
anticyclonicgyre, similarto the PelopsGyre of Robinsonet Ionian-Atlanticstreamand mid-Mediterranean
jet meanderal. [ 1991].The summer-to-winter
variabilityin the Levantine ing pattern is well reproduced and consistentwith TMR. In
basin is large, with an amplificationof the anticyclonic the Levantine, results generally agree but the noise in the
motionsouthof Cyprus.The RhodesGyre is formedby two datadoesnot makepossiblea comparison,as alsoexplained
cycloniccentersduringwinter and only one duringsummer, by TMR.
shiftedwestwardwith respectto the Rhodesdeepbasin.At
In Figure 1lb we show the samevelocity fieldsbut for a
this depthwe seea well-definedMersa-MatruhGyre, which summermonth (August). In the WM and at the surface(30
attainsmaximum amplitudeduring summer.
m) the Algerian current is a well-developedcurrent, as in
Variability at 700 m. During the winter and at the loca- winter. The Gulf of Lyon Gyre is still well defined but
tion of the surfaceAlgeriancurrent,a systemof cyclonicand weaker than during winter. Large seasonalvariationshave
anticyclonicgyresof somewhatsmallscaleis present.The occurredin the Tyrrhenianwhere the cyclonicgyre is now
seasonalvariability of the gyresis large, showinga reversal smaller,and the westernTyrrheniancurrentis now flowing
of the Algerian anticyclonicgyre from summerto winter. in the middle of the basin. At 300 m the flow direction in the
The Lyon Gyre is alwaysstrong,while the TyrrhenianGyre southernAlgerian-Provencalbasinis westward, and the flow
partially reverses during summer. In the northern Ionian the entering from Sicily branches now only after Sardinia,
westerncyclonicgyre and an anticyclonicgyre are presentin probablytaking first a whole turn around the Tyrrhenian
both summerand winter. The RhodesGyre centeris broken basin. At 700 m the most noticeable difference with the
down into two differentcycloniccentersin winter, while in 300-m flow field is the anticyclonic motion in the western
summer it is strong and displacedsouthward. The Mersa- Tyrrhenian Sea and the southwardflow along the western
Matruh Gyre is weak during February. As we could have side of Sardinia.
expected, the deep circulation consistsof a seriesof discon-

In the EM the Ionian-Atlantic

stream branches into two

nectedgyres,andthe signatureof the majorcurrentsystems segmentsin the Sicilian plateau, and the western cyclonic
at the surfaceis presentin the segmentsandjets aroundthe Ioniangyreis weak. At 700m the centralIonianis occupied
intense gyre system.
by an anticyclonicgyre, but the flow field alongthe western
In Figure 11a we show the PY2 velocity field for a side of the basin is still directed southward. All of the
climatologicalwinter month(February)at 30 m, at the LIW
southernpart of the EM basin(southof 33øN)is occupiedby
level (300m), anddeeper(700m). All the gyrespresentin the anticyclonicgyres (Mersa-Matruh, Shikmona, and Syrte
barotropicand baroclinicpicturesshownabovenow merge Gyres)whichare muchmoreintensethan duringwinter. The
in this winter velocity picture. In the WM the surfaceflow is Asia Minor currentis now reversedat 700 m with respectto
dominatedby the Algerian current meanderingbetween surface,and the RhodesGyre is a strongsubbasingyre
Gibraltarand4øE.Thenthe currentsplitsintotwo branches, feature.
one flowing north and joining the Lyon Gyre, the other
If we compare 30- and 700-m velocities with the summer
continuingalongthe Algeriancoastsand enteringthe Sicily flow fieldof TMR, we seethat againin the WM thereis good
Strait. The Lyon andTyrrhenianGyresare well formed,but agreementat the surface,except perhapsfor the Tyrrhenian
the Gulf of Lyon Gyre seemsa little underestimated,
prob- basin where we have a partial reversal of currents at 700 m.
ably due to the missingeffectof deepwater formationwhich However, TMR also point out that in the Tyrrhenian there
shouldstrengthenthe cyclonicflow fieldin the upperwater are large seasonalvariations composedof a westward shift
column.At the LIW depththe Algeriancurrentis reversed, of the centralTyrrhenianjet. Our resultsare confirmedby
and the LIW flow entering from Sicily splits into three the data analysisand modelingresultsof Artale et al. [1994].
branches:one goinginto the Tyrrhenian,the secondgoing In the EM andduringsummer,we findthe largestdifferences
alongthe westernsideof Sardinia,and the third continuing with TMR analysis,the mostevidentbeingthe anticyclonic
along the Algerian-Moroccan coastlines to outflow at

gyre in the central Ionian basin. This could be due to model

Gibraltar.This is in agreementwith the classicaldescription inadequacyin resolvingtopography,and further studiesare
by Miller [1983].At 700 m the currentsare moreinhomoge- neededto clarify the variability in this basin.
neous, and they are consistent with the current directions at

the surface, except along the Algerian coast. There is
evidenceof a small anticyclonicgyre west of Sardiniaand

3.3.

Water

Mass Formation

Processes

In this section we will describe a few cross sections of

alongthe Algeriancoastwhichwaspresentin thebarotropic salinity and temperaturein differentregionsof the basin in
• field, and it emergesin the deeptotal velocityfield here. order to showthe seasonalthermoclineformationcycle in
In Figure 11a and in the EM, we show a surface-intensified experiment PY2. The first section is across the whole

Ionian-AtlanticStreamanda westernIoniancyclonicgyre,a longitudinal extension of the Mediterranean basin and is
meanderingmid-Mediterranean
jet, and a well-developed shownin Figure 12a. Startingwith the temperatureandfrom
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Figure 12a. East-west temperature and salinity sections across the whole extension of the basin (the
exact position of the section is indicated above the salinity profiles, in the small rectangle) for February
and August (experiment PY2).
the westernmost end of the section, we can recognize the
sharp temperature front at Gibraltar which separates the
Atlantic

15øC waters from the Mediterranean

16.25øC waters

Pinardi and Navarra [1993]. Thus we conclude that this
subsurfacesalinity minimum is mainly due to advective and

mixing processes. This section of Figure 12a cuts through
the Rhodes Gyre, which is evident during both winter and
is found at the surface almost everywhere along the section summerby the upward slopingof the isotherms at about 400
in the western basin, with salinities ranging from 36.5 to 37.5 m of depth and about 27øE. During summer a "patch" of
at the Strait of Sicily. Throughout the year the Strait of Sicily LIW occupiesthe western flank of Rhodes Gyre, defined by
is the site of strong subsurface frontal structures both in the subsurface salinity maximum shown in Figure 12a at
temperature and salinity. During summer a steep seasonal ---25øE.The mixed layer depth at the top of the Rhodes Gyre
thermocline is formed, and we can see the surface salinities is the deepestpart of the basin, reaching250 m. Thus LIW is
increasing eastward. However, a subsurface minimum in formed in the model each winter, although at shallower
salinity is found at ---28øEon the eastern flank of the Rhodes depths than actually occur, owing to the warmer temperaGyre. This indicates that in somepositionsthe model tries to tures. The subsurface Rhodes Gyre signature seems to be
produce the summer AW subsurfaceminimum. On the other too deep, probably as a result of the "climate drift" of the
hand, this process seemsrelatively easy to produce, as it has model which slowly erodes the main thermocline. We can in
already been simulated by the more idealized models of fact expect that in T - 70 years (the length of the integra-

at 250 m of depth. During the winter the Atlantic water (AW)
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Figure 12a. (continued)
tion), heat would be mixed down from the surface to about

500m because
H = (KvT)]/2• 450 m, whereKv is the
vertical diffusivity in the model. The thermocline gradients
at 200-300 m would be decreased and carried over to deeper
regions. The air-sea fluxes which we impose at the interface
have a bias which would produce a yearly heat gain in the
ocean. As a result of this, the ocean tries to warm up and to
correct for this trend; we should use higher-frequency atmospheric forcing, clouds, and "tuned" air-sea interaction
(correct albedo and stability dependent coefficientsfor latent
and sensible heat fluxes). This is discussed by Castellari et
al. (submitted manuscript, 1995) and is found to correct for a
large amount of the climate drift of the model.

A section across the Lyon Gyre is shown in Figure 12b.
The sharp upward slope of the isotherms du•ng both summer and winter shows the subsurface structure of the gyre.
The seasonal cycle shows capping of the dome during
summer by a sharp temperature gradient and during the
winter the formation of a mixed layer 250-350 m deep. The
salinity mixed layer is deeper than the respective temperature layer. This convective mixed layer is not deep enough to
renew the deep waters of the basin. Thus we conclude that

we do not producedeep waters, probably due to th• rather
low heat loss at the sea surface during the winter season (see
Figure 3c). The sea surface temperatures are in fact too
warm to produce deep waters. It is well known by now that
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Figure 12b. North-southsectionof temperature
andsalinityacrossthe Lyon Gyre (theexactpositionof
the sectionis indicatedin the smallrectangle)for Februaryand August.

it is possibleto producedeepwatersby imposinga priorithe

In Figure 12c we show a north-south section across the

correct temperatureand salinity at the surface,as shownby
$tanev et al. [1989]. Our inability to producethis is due to

southern Adriatic and the Ionian basin. The sill of Otranto is

defined by the bottom rise to about 700 m at ---41øN. The

thefact thatgiventhe air-seainteractionphysicsof (14)-(20), centerof the Ionian duringthe winter is occupiedby a pool
the modelproduceshigh sea surfacetemperaturesto allow of LIW at about 250 m of depth, partially compensatedin
for a smallnegativeQ, and thus a minimumof Q during densityby the corresponding
temperaturemaximum.During
winter. In this region, Zavatarelli and Mellor [1995]are also the summerthis LIW pool shiftsto the north and deepensto
unable to form deep waters. The particular combinationof about 100 m. At the sametime, the temperaturefield forms
heatfluxesandwater columnstratificationproducesa biasin a subsurfaceuniform layer in the position of the winter
the model. We believe that the open ocean deep water subsurfacemaximum. The presenceof this isothermal subformationprocessesin thisareaare the complicatedresultof surface layer was found in the Ionian during one of the
heat forcingat the surface,the distributionof temperature POEM cruises[POEM Group, 1992]. It is reproducedhere
andsalinityat preconditioning
time, andthephysicalmixing to some degree as a combined effect of the thermal and wind
parameterizations
representedin the model.At presentnone forcing in the basin. We do not producenew deep waters
of theseparametersare adequatelyreproducedby the GCMs from the Adriatic sincethe deep isothermsand isohalinesat
in the area.

the locationof the Otranto sill are unchangedin the courseof
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Figure 12c. Same as Figure 12b but for a section across the southern Adriatic and the Ionian basin.

the integration. On the other hand, Zavatarelli and Mellor
[1995] seem to show deep water renewal from the southern
Adriatic. Again, we argue that this is due not to any intrinsic
inability of the model to convect water in depth but to the
warm bias of the model, which produces higher temperatures than the one present below 1000 m. In PY2 in fact, the
southern Adriatic is very well mixed during winter, showing
the effects of deep convective mixing, but the temperatures
are 3øhigher than required for the waters to slide down to the
bottom

3.4.

of the Ionian.

Sensitivity to External Forcings

In Table 1 we present four sensitivity experiments done
with different atmospheric forcing fields and Gibraltar open

or closed. In particular, we contrasted the results obtained
with HR winds and restoring temperature and salinity
boundary conditions to NMC forcing with or without complete heat fluxes.
The NMC and HR experiments of Table 1 are similar
among themselves but very different from PY1. The most
important difference is the absence of the Mersa-Matruh
Gyre in HR and NMC. Thus we conclude that the MersaMatruh is due to the seasonalvariability in our surface heat
fluxes. Zavatarelli and Mellor [1995] and Malanotte-Rizzoli
and Bergamasco [1991] relate their inability to produce such
a gyre to the use of May [1982] heat fluxes, which are not
adequate. We seem to have overcome this problem probably
because of the particular forcing data set which we used.
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Figure13. Comparison
of baroclinic
velocity
vectorat 30m forGCandPY1experiments
(seeTable1)
and (top) March and (bottom)Septemberconditions.The referencearrow is alsoindicated.

Anotherdifference
betweenHR andNMC experiments
is in
the intensityof the Lyon Gyre, whichis largerin the HR
experimentdue to the strongermistral wind stresses.

The most interestingresultsare shown,however,by
comparingthe GC and PY1 experiments.In Figure 13 we
showa comparison
betweenthe baroclinicvelocityfieldin

theGC experiment
andPY1 for MarchandSeptember.
The
comparison
showsthatthe Algeriancurrentsystemis very
different.In fact, we notethattheincreased
meandering
of
the Algeriancurrentduringsummeris totallyabsentin the
GC experiment.

Relevantdifferencesare presentin the Ionian and Rhodes

Gyreregionswheretheintensityof thejets andlocalgyresis
very different in the two cases. The split of the Ionian
Atlanticstreamin the Ionianbasinis markedonlyin thePY 1
experiment.In the sameexperimentthe RhodesGyreareais
more concentratedin the western part of the Levantine

basin. It is interestingto note that in the Ligurian Sea
(betweenthe northern tip of Corsica and the Italian-French
coastlines), there is a well-defined current in summer in PY1

but not in GC. This is an importantcurrentsystemof the
WM whichhasbeen speculatedin the past [Astraldiet al.,
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1990] to be connected to the overall basin vorticity balance.
Here we show that it is definitely connected to the presence
of the Gibraltar inflow-outflow system, in agreement with
previous results of Pinardi et al. [1985].
4.

Conclusions

We conclude by summarizing the seasonal characteristics
of the Mediterranean general circulation evidenced by the
PY2 experiment. We summarize first the WM and EM
circulation separately.
Western Mediterranean. The general circulation is composed of two major cyclonic gyres in the northern ProvencalAlgerian and Tyrrhenian basins and a surface Algerian
current. The Lyon Gyre is a persistent feature of the
circulation, and it is coherent with depth. The surface
Tyrrhenian Gyre shrinks and propagates westward during
summer, and in the eastern part of the basin an anticyclonic
gyre forms. This summer anticyclonic gyre in the Tyrrhenian
is an example of a seasonally recurrent gyre. We find
evidence for this reversal also in the work by Zavatarelli and
Mellor [1995] and good agreement with the TMR summer
flow field. Also, Heburn [1987] shows the same features and
seasonalvariabilities. The LIW path from the Strait of Sicily
branchesinto three parts, one going into the Tyrrhenian, the
second along the Sardinia western coastline, and the third
along the Algerian-Moroccan coastlines. The seasonal variability of this current system is large, especially at 300 m.
The deep waters are not renewed in the WM even though a
deep winter mixed layer is produced in the Lyon Gyre and
only intermediate waters are formed during winter.
Eastern Mediterranean. Two major cyclonic centers are
found to be persistent throughout the year. The first is a
western Ionian cyclonic gyre, and the second the wellknown Rhodes Gyre. The Ionian stream and the midMediterranean jet are produced by the model simulation at
the approximate location given by the observational evidence. For the first time a Mersa-Matruh Gyre is produced
by a seasonalintegration of a GCM. This feature is shown to
have a large seasonal cycle in strength, reaching maximum
amplitude during summer. Furthermore, we show that the
Mersa-Matruh Gyre is essentially due to our representation
of the heat flux forcing at the air-sea interface. The barotropic and baroclinic circulation shows seasonally recurrent
gyres in the northern Ionian and the southern Levantine
basin. Generally, the southern Levantine anticyclonic motion reaches maximum amplitude during the summer.
Overall we produce a realistic summer warming of the
surface layers and subsequent winter mixing of the first
100-150 m of the water column. In fact, the LIW formation
processoccurs at relatively shallow depths; for example, the
LIW formed is too light and it is not convected deeper than
250 m. The deep waters are not formed because of the
climatological weak cooling generated by the model surface

fluxes.Minimumvaluesof approximately
-150 W/m2 are
achieved during winter, while the measurements indicate in

the samearea approximately
-500 W/m2 of heat loss
[Leaman and Schott, 1991].
It is our understanding that some of the simulated structures of the general circulation of the Mediterranean basin
agree with the observational evidence of the seasonal cycle

of the basin, except perhaps below the main thermocline,
where we seem to produce more variability than in TMR. It
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is true, however, that the observations are poor below
400-500 m and that the measurements are more representative of summer than winter conditions, due to data scarcity
in the latter season. Our experiments have offered the
opportunity of discussinga possible structure of the seasonal
variability of the Mediterranean general circulation. The
problem of the realistic representation of the seasonalstructure of the general circulation of the basin is still largely
unresolved

from

both the observational

and the numerical

modeling point of view. The considerable differences between the climatological forcing data sets and the sensitivity
of the ocean response to these different forcings suggestthe
need for using higher temporal resolution atmospheric data
sets which take into account the synoptic and interannual
fluctuations.

At this stage we can perhaps start to unravel some of the
discrepanciesbetween the different observational pictures of
the basin general circulation (compare, for example, Lacombe and Tchernia [1975] and Ovchinnikov and Fedoseyev
[1965] with Robinson et al. [1991]). The seasonal variability
of the basin and perhaps the interannual components of the
flow field make the definition of the basin general circulation,
on the basis of sparse data sets, extremely difficult and
controversial.
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